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Market View

Investing In Our
Food Makers
by Chris Broadbent,
farmers’ market manager
At the Food
Co-op, when
we consider
who we serve,
our customers,
we are also thinking about our
producers. As much as possible,
we buy our products from
individuals and businesses that we
have relationships with, and those
relationships guide our future.
Our success is tied directly to
their success.
Our Ends call us
to create access The farmer’s
to healthy food, so markets we
farmers’ markets operate, the
become a huge 100-Mile
opportunity.
Market and the
Kalamazoo Farmers’ Market, are
just one investment we’ve made
to support access to healthy food
in our community.
Operating farmers’
markets might seem like an
obvious fit, but if so, why don’t
other grocery stores do it? Part
of the answer is that farmers’
markets can cut into our store’s
sales, and so a conventional
(continued on page 9)
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Cooperation Over Competition
by Chris Dilley, general manager

Earlier this year there
was an announcement
that Earth Fare, an
organic grocery out of the
Southeast, will be opening
its first Michigan store in Kalamazoo
later this year or early 2015. Around the
same time, Costco announced a new
store planned to open in Kalamazoo
in the same timeframe. Since these
announcements, our staff and board have
had many conversations about what this
might mean for us, and how we might
best prepare ourselves. Responses, both
within myself and among the whole crew
at PFC, have ranged from excitement
to fear.
In the end, People’s exists to create
access to food that is healthy for people,
land, and the economy. We do this
through our store front, at farmers’
markets, and through a myriad of
partnerships throughout the community.
We are also aware that lots of other
stores and markets throughout our
community and the surrounding areas
support this work, and Earth Fare and
Costco are no different. We welcome
these stores into our community, and
our work of creating access to good
food. We hope that with these new stores
will come a broader awareness of the
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The Skinny:
What’s the Diff?
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Coming together by cooking collaboratively.

benefits and local availability of organics,
locally grown agricultural products,
and more.
Competition is part of our reality,
and has been for a long while. It is new
to have these national and regional chains
entering the Kalamazoo market, but it
was inevitable and I suspect that this is just
the beginning. As we have processed what
this change to the market might mean
for us, we are settling into an attitude of
welcoming positivity and will use this as a
chance to show the Kalamazoo area what
People’s has to offer.
As a cooperative, we are different.
We are owned by our community and
that ownership, we believe, brings
with it additional value. We strive to
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The Skinny A Fresh Perspective

by Randall Davis, grocery manager

Three Keys to Your Co-op
by Ken Quayle, grocery and merchandising manager

Did you know: Your
Co-op offers its
employees a Personal
Development Grant?
It’s true. Our store has
worked hard to set aside
funds for employees to use
that can help fund a wide
variety of personal interests
outside the Co-op. This
mini-grand fund, called
the Personal Development
Grant, is controlled and
awarded by a rotating group
of co-op staff. Requests are
evaluated in part on how
well they will support our
Ends of creating access
to food that’s healthy
for people, land, and the
economy. We know that it’s
important to offer benefits
that help improve our
employees’ lives by investing
in their personal interests
and goals. The only other
place I have worked at that
provided such a benefit
was — you guessed it —
another Co-op!
2

For example,
you might have seen
our billboards around
town this summer.
Those pictures were
taken with a camera
that was bought using
the PDG for a staffer who is
also a photography student.
It’s helped jumpstart her
photography business!
Did you know: Your Coop has a Values Program?
It’s true.You can find specially
marked items at an affordable
price every day by looking
for the purple “Values” signs.
It’s different than the “wall of
sales” you’ll find elsewhere,
where you may see a random
selection of products at a
discount, usually only for a
short period of time. Instead,
your Co-op has staple items
“on sale” every day of every
week, usually from our Field
Day organic brand.You’ll find
the basics like pasta sauce,
pastas, salt, crackers, and
toilet paper in the center
store. In the bulk department,
you’ll find great deals on flour,
sugar, and several varieties of
rice, to name a few. No need
to stock up in order to take
advantage of a temporary sales
price! When you run out,
just come back and pick up
what you need — low price
guaranteed.
Did you know: Your
Co-op has formed
an Anti-Racism
Transformation Team?
It’s true.We have sent a group
of staff, board members,
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People’s Food Co-op of
Kalamazoo exists to create
access to food that is
healthy for people, land
and the economy.
The Transformation Team at work.

owners, and customers to
in-depth training sessions
focused on finding ways to
address systemic inequalities
in our society as they appear
in our very own institution.
Their goal is to look
at how we do just about
everything we do, and to
make sure we are creating
access for everyone equally.
We’ve already made some
great strides by changing
our employment application
and the way we perform our
interviewing process. Many of
our customers and employees
tell us they feel comfortable
at our store, where maybe
at other times in their lives
they’ve been places that didn’t
make them feel so welcomed.
That makes a difference,
because we realize happy,
comfortable employees
make great customer service
agents. Have you talked with
someone working at a cash
register lately? When I imagine our crew up there, I picture them all with big smiles,
because I rarely see them any
other way. It’s not that their
jobs and lives aren’t without
challenges, but the difference
is that they feel like it’s worth
it to push through with a
smile, because they trust that
we’re invested in creating a
more equitable Co-op.

Staff: Cid Abel, Amber Anderson,
Sasha Battle, Bree Bird, Shani
Blueford, Simon Borst, Chris
Broadbent, Heather Colburn,
Randall Davis, Chris Dilley,
Hillary Effertz, Rosie Florian,
Bear Geister, Stefanie Grande,
Spenser Gurtner, Liz Hinz, Max
Hospadaruk, Marcus Hughes,
Jakob James, Bill Johnson,
Maureen McKenna, Carrie
Meyer, Abbie Miller, Casey Miller,
Kristi Montgomery, Chris Moore,
Gwen Nicholson, Chris Orsolini,
Hristina Petrovska, Jacob PinneyJohnson, Ken Quayle, JaRay
Reese,Tyler Schuette, Kylie
Schultz, Elizabeth Sell-Kimble,
April Winsborrow, Abby Wood,
Caitie Zacker
Board of Directors:
Jo Ann Mundy (president)
Chris Moore (vice president)
Kama Tai Mitchell (secretary)
Charles Henderson (treasurer)
Erica Barajas, Ben Brown,
Sara Carroll-Muniz, Hether
Frayer, Mike Strohauer

The Coop Scoop provides a
quarterly forum for communication between the ownership,
staff, board and community
about issues related to the store,
our mission and our community.
Chris Moore, Editor
Brakeman, Design
If you are interested in
advertising, carrying The Scoop at
your establishment, or helping
out with production, contact
Chris Moore at (269) 342-5686.
Contributions are due in the
store by the first Friday of Feb.,
May, Aug., and Nov. for the
following month’s issue.
Note: Opinions expressed in The
Coop Scoop are those of the authors
and not necessarily of the People’s
Food Co-op. The Coop Scoop is
not a replacement for a trained
healer; please consult with a
qualified professional before using
any information herein.
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You’ve heard
a lot about
some of the
differences
between your
Co-op and other stores in
terms of the way we build
relationships, support small
businesses, and provide
access to food that is healthy
for people, land, and the
economy. But there are all
kinds of things you might not
have heard about that we’re
doing to create a unique
place to shop and work. Here
are a few of my favorites!

Outreach update

Grocery and Beyond!
by Jacob Pinney-Johnson, outreach coordinator

Recently when
speaking with people in
the community, I have
been making a point of
describing the Co-op as
simply a grocery store. I continue to
find that there are far too many who
don’t know what the People’s Food
Co-op is, and the benefit it offers. And
although we are by all means a simple
grocery store, one that is continually
trying to get better at what we do, we
are also much more.
When talking about the co-op
difference, I can’t help but to think
about the history of food co-ops in
America. From my knowledge and in
my opinion, many co-ops of all kinds,
and food co-ops in particular, started
in response to the exploitation of
people. In the early days, people began
to realize some of the bad business
practices going on, like retailers
putting chalk and other fillers in
flour, for example. People saw some
businesses cheating in their business
practices, and often flat out not serving

seven cooperative
principles.
The Seven Cooperative Principles
From a
community
1. Voluntary and Open Membership
outreach
2. Democratic Member Control
perspective, I see
principle number
3. Member Economic Participation
seven, concern
4. Autonomy and Independence
(and love) for
the community,
5. Education, Training and Information
as so important.
6. Cooperation Among Cooperatives
The PFC is by no
means perfect, and
7. Concern for Community
in fact we have a
lot to work on,
but I think our genuine love for and
some communities altogether. They
sense of community is something that
pulled together, both mind and money,
sets us apart from your average grocer.
and decided to take more control of
Observing some of the people-towhat they were buying. They did this
by connecting themselves as individuals people interactions inside the walls of
the PFC, I can feel and see that sense
and by connecting more directly to
of community. Every day I come to
the source of production. The result:
work, it’s my job to help us do our
co-ops!
best to support people, projects, and
Those new cooperatives
organizations who are helping in some
were guided by a set of values and
way to create access to healthy food.
principles, and most still adhere to
Over the past few years, we’ve
them today. They’re known as the
partnered with many organizations and
donated thousands of dollars’ worth of
food to those that are helping better
our community, including:
Kalamazoo Public Library,
Kalamazoo Loaves and Fishes, the
Douglass Community Association, The
Kalamazoo Nature Center, Freedom
Schools, Fair Food Matters, Mount
Zion Baptist Church, The Eastside
Neighborhood Association, Kalamazoo
Department of Parks and Recreation,
Gazelle Sports, ERAC/Ce, Fire
Historical Arts Center, Trybal Revival,
Kalamazoo College, Western Michigan
University, Mothers of Hope, People’s
Church, Discover Kalamazoo, and the
list goes on!

Food demonstration at the 100-Mile Market. Get to get to know your farmers and food producers!
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Deli

Tempeh Bacon!
By Chris Orsolini, deli manager

People’s Food Co-op has a history of
responding to the special dietary needs
of our shoppers and owners; veganism is
one such dietary choice. Vegans don’t eat
any animal-based foods. No eggs, milk, or
meat of any kind.
I recently interviewed several people about the
reasons they are vegans. One middle aged man decided
to forego animal-based foods for personal health
reasons, mainly his high cholesterol. Avoiding animal
products later in life can be difficult, but those I spoke
to all mentioned veganism actually expanded their
enjoyment of plant based foods.
A young college student became vegan to align
her diet with housemates who collectively are a vegan
household and share many meals together. She credits
her successful vegan diet to living in this positive,
supportive community. They engage in discussions
about food choices including the impact of animal
farming on the environment.
Still others avoid eating animals for ethical reasons,
something that goes deeper than diet. One woman told
me about how she assisted in slaughtering a hog, an
experience that made her re-evaluate her food choices
and become a strict vegan. After many years, she
recently began eating some meat, eggs and dairy foods.
She feels confident that People’s Food Co-op can help
her get access to ethically sourced foods of all kinds.
The Co-op’s Deli strives to make prepared foods
for all dietary needs, including vegans. The following is
a recipe for tempeh bacon, a popular meatless filling in
many of our deli-made sandwiches!
• Thinly slice an
8 oz package of
tempeh
• Marinate in a
mixture of:
- ¼ C extra
virgin olive oil
- ¼ C tamari
sauce
- 2 T rice vinegar
- 1 t garlic
powder
- (dash of smoked paprika, optional)
• Bake at 375 degrees for 15 – 20 minutes or until dark
and crispy, and slightly caramelized.
4
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Produce Corner

The Produce Puzzle
by Rosie Florian, produce manager

Earlier this summer I had a quick meeting
with Aaron Molter of Molter Family Orchards.
We sat at the picnic table outside the store, happily
planning this fall’s apple crop. It was unseasonably
chilly, not once hovering above 70 degrees — in
late July! Aaron and I frequently take quick moments to cheer
the other on, each acknowledging the progress we’ve made
and hardships we’ve overcome. “Just look at how wonderful
your new store is now!”, and “Dang! I can’t believe how many
Honeycrisp apples Kalamazoo ate last year!”
Every year brings new excitement to our produce puzzle,
and every year we learn a lot of hard-earned lessons. Aaron and
I look back to 2012, when it was 80 degrees in March, which
ruined the Michigan
apple crop. And
then we remember
together the
cramped funniness
and lack of space we
dealt with in our old
store. He jokes that
maybe we should
bring every new
Co-op employee
over to the Burdick
Aaron Molter: farmer, Co-op vendor, and friend.
St. location as part
of their orientation! We laugh, thinking about the incredible
journey his farm and our Co-op has made.
This whole conversation is a great example of the co-op
difference. At People’s, our buyers have personal relationships
with farmers and producers, while other grocery stores aren’t
necessarily structured in a way that allows for that. It may take a
little more time, but we know the outcome is healthier!
As a co-op staff and buyer, I‘m encouraged to customize
and prioritize buying food from local farms. Even if it’s not
the easiest way to do things, the we want to make responsible
decisions about sourcing our food. We take time to meet
farmers, visit their farms, discover their vision, and cultivate our
local food system. Most grocery stores choose to go through a
few large distributors to purchase all of their food in the most
efficient and cheapest way.
On the other hand, we try to meet our producers where
they are, big or small, make arrangements to accommodate
deliveries, and are flexible and supportive with their visions,
too. When Aaron and I sat down to talk, it wasn’t a one way
discussion, we were sharing information in order to give better
service to each other and to our shoppers.

location – seeing all the hard work come
together was very gratifying.

Max Hospadaruk
title: Bulk/Bakery Buyer
how long at co-op: 2.5 years
strangest hobby: I like to play pick-up 2 on 2

Wizardball on the Elemental Plane of Sorcery.
fave pfc memory: The time I was accidentally
ensorcelled by Rosie Florian, and spent the
next two months as the Wizardball.

Chris Orsolini
title: Deli Manager
how long at co-op: 15 years, 14 at old store
strangest hobby: I am a well-trained, semi-

accomplished calligrapher. I also collect
vintage cloth handkerchiefs!
fave pfc memory: 14 years at the old store!

Kristi Montgomery
title: Bookkeeping Assistant
how long at co-op: 4.5 years
strangest hobby: Circle singing – improvisational

emergent unique community-created song.
fave pfc memory: The dungeon-y basement at the old
store ... because I’m so thankful for the light!

Tyler Schuette
title: Grocery Assistant Extraordinaire
how long at co-op: 1.5 years
strangest hobby: Collecting vintage GI Joes.
fave pfc memory: James Brown dance parties while

stocking the shelves.

Jakob James
title: Caretaker of Fruits & Vegetables
how long at co-op: 2.5 years
strangest hobby: Hitchhiking and watching anime.
fave pfc memory: When the power went out at the

end of last summer. I was asked to bike around
with Marc Short to see how far the outage
ranged — I was paid for riding my bicycle.
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fave pfc memory: The day we opened our expanded
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strangest hobby: Feeding squirrels.
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how long at co-op: 4.5 years
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title: Produce Lead
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Randall Davis
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PFC Staff Trading Cards — The 2014 Edition
Hillary Effertz
title: Grocery Assistant Extraordinaire
how long at co-op: 1 month
strangest hobby: I collect and bottle condensation.
fave pfc memory: I’m digging up a great memory

from an hour ago when Spencer brought
music to the back room. Thank you, Spencer.

Casey Miller
title: Cashier
how long at co-op: 2 months
strangest hobby: Drawing band posters for fake

bands.

fave pfc memory: Every Taco Tuesday, er ... I mean

Thursday.

Bear Geister
title: Grocery

Assistant Extraordinaire

how long at co-op: 2 months
strangest hobby: I can eat REALLY hot foods, in

excess of 200,000 SHU!

fave pfc memory: My favorite memory is signing a

kids Where’s Waldo? Passport.

Abbie Miller
title: Wellness Buyer
how long at co-op: 6.5 years
strangest hobby: I collect four-leaf clovers. I have

over 60!

fave pfc memory: Being told by customers how

much what we do has changed their lives for
the better.

Rosie Florian
title: Produce Manager
how long at co-op: 9 years
strangest hobby: I love a good box. My heart beats

extremely fast when I see a box come in the
mail.
fave pfc memory: The day I met Hristina Petrovska!

Spenser Gurtner
title: Grocery Assistant
how long at co-op: 2 years
strangest hobby: This may be false; but I

wholeheartedly believe I channel Dave
Chappelle telepathically, in secret, and in public.
fave pfc memory: Grocery Shots (it’s a Grocery thing;
the regular human being wouldn’t understand).
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fave pfc memory: Watching Amber imitate the Lunch

Lady SNL skit, wearing a hair net and singing
“Sloppy, sloppy Joes”.

Liz Hinz
title: Cashier
how long at co-op: 3 years
strangest hobby: Blogger.
fave pfc memory: My first full-staff meeting after

being ill, brought tears to my eyes to be around
my co-op family who truly care for each other.

Simon Kalil Borst
title: Front End Manager
how long at co-op: 3 years
strangest hobby: I never stop thinking about

comics ... or food.
fave pfc memory: ERAC/Ce Training, road-tripping
to conferences, meeting new friends, making
comics for the Scoop, and many more.

Ken Quayle
title: Grocery Manager
how long at co-op: Since beyond reckoning
strangest hobby: Challenging bumpkins to banjo-

playing competitions for their very souls.
fave pfc memory: The last and only mortal to defeat
me in a pickin’ contest was our own Chris Dilley.
His hauntingly beautiful strains linger on ...

Heather Colburn
title: Animal

Wrangler
how long at co-op: 1 year
strangest hobby: Intentional food bacteria
production (lacto-fermentation)
fave pfc memory: Anything involving Derek
Roseboom.

Shani Blueford
title: Cashier
how long at co-op: 9 months
strangest hobby: I make dance hoops from scratch

for myself and anyone who wants one.
fave pfc memory: This deer across the street had a
routine as he walked the field and then down
the path back to the woods. I miss him.
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seaweed!!
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strangest hobby: I eat a ridiculous amount
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how long at co-op: 2 years
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title: Cashier
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Maureen McKenna
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PFC Staff Trading Cards — The 2014 Edition
Cid Awesome
title: Grocery Lead, Fridge & Frozen Buyer
how long at co-op: On and off for 3 years
strangest hobby: Yarn bombing, a form of street art

or graffiti that employs yarn and string instead of
paint or chalk. Also competitive dog grooming.
fave pfc memory: Learning how to not spill honey on
myself when stocking it.

Amber Anderson
title: Deli Assistant
how long at co-op: 1 month
strangest hobby: Read tarot, stalk food truck news

online – OBSESSIVELY.

fave pfc memory: Deli talk — MEOW!

JaRay Reese
title: Deli Assistant
how long at co-op: 9 months
strangest hobby: I like to chant while I’m drumming.
fave pfc memory: My favorite co-op memory is

when I eat free food.

Elizabeth Sell-Kimble
title: Deli Assistant
how long at co-op: 1.5 years
strangest hobby: Making comics for my friends and

family. I try to make every gift I give, it means a
lot more to me than just buying something.
fave pfc memory: Learning how to toss vegetables
in a frying pan from Tyler.

Caitie Zacker
title: Deli Assistant
how long at co-op: 1 year
strangest hobby: I drink coffee and brush my teeth

in the shower. How ‘bout that multi-tasking?!?

fave pfc memory: Dancing in the kitchen to 90s pop

music.

Marcus Hughes
title: Deli Assistant
how long at co-op: About 3 years
strangest hobby: I like to travel South America on

my private jet, but that’s just on my off days :}

fave pfc memory: My fav memory would have to be

my first day on the job when I realized I was
blessed to be here.

fave pfc memory: Being at my first Cuddle (daily

meeting) and receiving an applause for just
existing. That was nice.

Abby Wood
title: Deli

Assistant
how long at co-op: 7 months
strangest hobby: I’m also a circus performer, I do
contortion and acrobatics and teach a class with
a friend in aerial skills at Kalamazoo College.
fave pfc memory: Pretty much any time I get to try
the food that’s going out on the hot bar.

Carrie Meyer
title: Front End Lead
how long at co-op: 1 year
strangest hobby: Training my cats to retrieve ping

pong balls.

fave pfc memory: I’ve met so many wonderful

people here, including my partner.

Chris Dilley
title: General Manager
how long at co-op: 10 years
strangest hobby: Copying Chinese short stories

character for character
fave pfc memory: Paul Morgret reflecting on how
many pieces a chair would break into if dropped
down the stairs at the old store... “oh, 11 or 9....”

Chris Broadbent
title: Farmers’ Market Manager
how long at co-op: 3.5 years
strangest hobby: Playing chess with Drew using

pieces of random knick knacks.
fave pfc memory: Using a shovel alongside my friends
Matt Lechel and Erica Barajas during the
groundbreaking ceremony for our co-op store!

Gwen Nicholson
title: Aisle Runner & Money Counter
how long at co-op: 3 years
strangest hobby: I’ll only canoe with Carrie in the

bow. I may accidentally start washing your
sink full of dishes without realizing it.
fave pfc memory: When the deli was a galley
kitchen with a closet toilet. That was fun.
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suit.
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strangest hobby: Playing my guitar in my birthday
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how long at co-op: 6 weeks
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title: Deli Assistant
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Sasha Battle
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PFC Staff Trading Cards — The 2014 Edition
Jacob Pinney-Johnson
title: Outreach Coordinator
how long at co-op: 3 years or so
strangest hobby: I am a master herbalist. I also am

General of the Food Co-op Liberation Army.

fave pfc memory: Scaring a kid taking snacks from the

bulk section! Or watching Chef Yeshewa teach a
youth to play the drum at the 100-Mile Market.

Hristina Petrovska
title: Produce assistant
how long at co-op: 10 months
strangest hobby: I love packing lunches for my

hubby!

fave pfc memory: Unloading onion bags from the

produce truck by throwing them one person to
another and laughing the whole time!

Bill Josephson
title: Front End
how long at co-op: 6 weeks
strangest hobby: Finishing my work life doing the

work I did at age 12: the grocery business!

fave pfc memory: When I asked a lady to be patient

with me because I was new, she responded
that there was nothing new about me!

Bree Bird
title: Market Assistant
how long at co-op: 1 month
strangest hobby: I have a collection of amazing

hobby tools that I’ve inherited from my greatgrandma and great-aunt.
fave pfc memory: Being able to bring my daughter
Lily to my job interview with Chris.

Stefanie Grande
title: Front End Enthusiast
how long at co-op: 1.5 years
strangest hobby: Lip syncing battles to pop songs

with my friends via snapchat.

fave pfc memory: I love all the customers that come

in that I get to connect with. I keep all my coop memories in little boxes, placed in my heart.

Chris Moore
title: Media & Communications Coordinator
how long at co-op: 2.5 years
strangest hobby: I am compelled by an unknown

force to collect chairs, bungee cords, and
tarps. I can’t let go...
fave pfc memory: Spinning the wheel of destiny at
our all-staff meetings!
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April Winsborrow
title: Front Ender
how long at co-op: A little over 60 days
strangest hobby: I garden in the nude to be one with

Mother Earth. Also, I’m a comic book junkie!
fave pfc memory: I lost my friend earlier this month
and the love, support, and care I received was
and still is overwhelming.
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PFC Staff Trading Cards — The 2014 Edition
Kylie Schultz
title: Human Resources Coordinator
how long at co-op: 1 year
strangest hobby: I have been long-distance running

since I was 11 years old.

fave pfc memory: I love helping staff members gain

new skills, and grow in their jobs at PFC and
beyond.

Manager’s Report

Cooperation Over Competition
(continued from page 1)

put more money back into the local
economy every year — last year over
$1,000,000 in staff wages and local
purchasing alone! We have partnerships
with dozens of organizations
throughout the community, working
to raise awareness and share
information about how we can best

support a healthy, livable, and thriving
Kalamazoo.
When these stores open later
this year or early next, we encourage
people to check them out. And we
hope that more and more people
will visit People’s as well to see what
we have in common, and how we’re
different. We will be working hard to

shine up our local apples, highlight
our local farms, and show the best face
of our amazing community-owned
business. We plan to keep on making
you proud! And, when it comes right
down to it, if our community has access
to food that is healthy for people, land,
and the economy, we are doing what
we’re in business to do.

stewards of your store.You, our owners,
neighbors, and community, are the ones
who have the power to shape what we
do and to benefit directly from it.
We want you to use the store you
own by purchasing your groceries
here, by voting on issues brought to
the ownership, by volunteering in the
store, and even by running for the
board if you’re super excited about
being an integral part of our decisionmaking structure. We want you to
talk to us, to tell us what you want
from your grocery store, what we’re

doing awesomely and what we need
to improve, because we know we have
plenty of room for improvement.
I’m happy to welcome more
natural products stores to Kalamazoo.
They will dramatically increase our
local market for natural and organic
products and help us raise awareness
of the issues we all care about. More
competition will also raise the bar and
encourage us to do even better.
No matter how many other stores
come I will always think our store
is the most authentic and the one I
want to support the most because we
have a unique vision, because we are
cooperative, and because we are working
for the health of the community.We want
to be better grocers.We want to cultivate
a better community.We want to create a
better earth. Our values drive everything
we do, and you drive our values.Talk
to us, shop with us, grow with us. Let’s
change the world together!

Walking the Walk
by Abbie Miller, wellness buyer

There has been a lot of
talk lately about increasing
competition and rapid
expansion of well-known
natural grocery chains,
including in Kalamazoo. I think these
stores are so successful because they
do a fantastic job of shouting about
the values behind organic, local, and
sustainable food systems, even though
they are sometimes not as successful
at actually carrying out those values. I
think we do it better!
We haven’t been as good at shouting
about how awesome we are, but we
have been much more successful than
our coming competition at following
through on our cooperative, local,
organic, and sustainable community
values, which came from you, our
owners. We, the staff, are merely

Scoop en Español
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Board Happenings
What’s The Cooperative Difference?
by Ben Brown, PFC board member and RachelleYeaman, volunteer

The People’s Food Coop started with a group of
Kalamazoo people pooling
their buying power to
purchase food and other
items that reflected their
values. These people
wanted healthy food and
products that positively
impacted our community,
environmental, economic, physical
health and well being. They could better
reach their goal by working together.
That is our origin and legacy. It’s simple!
Cooperatives such as People’s Food
Co-op exist to benefit our locality. It’s
about supporting local business, but it’s
more than that.We are Local PLUS,
because it’s about consumers who are
owners who can and do directly involve
themselves in the change they want to see.
At People’s, anyone, member or
not, can purchase products that support
our Ends we have chosen to bind
ourselves to: providing food, products
and services that benefit our local
community, the environment and the
people who shop here. When someone
decides that they want to invest
financially in those Ends, we’re ready
for them! We have open ownership,

meaning that anyone can
and in my
become an owner.
experience
The whole point of
we now
a cooperative is to benefit
have among
the co-op’s owners (or
the most
members), and People’s is
diverse coConsumer owned since 1970!
no different.We strive to
op staff in the
create a mutually beneficial relationship by
nation! Amid all of this, we continue to
offering additional owner-only discounts,
support independent food businesses
bulk special ordering, senior and student
and organizations like Fair Food Matters,
discounts, and more. Each year, we
all of whom do their part to foster
evaluate our profitability, and often are
economic growth.
able to give back to the ownership through
What’s more, all of our board
what are called patronage rebates.
meetings and financial statements
Owners do matter! Without your
are open to any owner or interested
involvement, cooperatives could devolve individual, and we truly encourage
and become something other than the
members and partners to understand
democratic institutions they’re meant to
our financial developments! We
be. Our cooperative lives only because
continually seek feedback and survey
owners choose to become involved and
members and community participants.
share their opinions, vote on decisions,
Our board meetings host guests such
and volunteer.
as farmers, renewable energy experts,
For this reason, we have a board
owners, consumers, producers and
of directors, elected by you, to help
other community and cooperative
oversee how well we are working
members. Based on what we’ve heard
toward our Ends. As we work to
from you, we strongly support justice
contribute to our community, we
issues, fair wages, and education around
consider new projects, such as building
personal and financial health.
Kalamazoo’s farmers’ markets. We’ve
What is People’s cooperative
seen our amazing Co-op leadership team difference? It is us, together, valuing the
work intentionally to build diversity,
community we live in.

Investing In Our Food Makers

food system pie that our community
needs to fuel our hopes, dreams, and
actualizations of greater access to food.
Promoting our producers helps
them, and it helps us succeed. It also
builds transparency, a core value and
a huge cooperative difference. We
can share how and why a product is
healthy while learning more about
the incredible and unique people who
create our food. And we can build trust
with the community by opening up our
processes and systems to criticism. Our
co-op is working to be adaptable to
meet the needs of our community!

(continued from page 1)

grocery store wouldn’t necessarily
want do such a thing. But because our
Ends call us to create access to healthy
food, not just to make money, farmers’
markets become a huge opportunity for
us, not a risk to our success!
Our producers, growers, raisers,
and food makers need ways to get
their goods to the people, and we are
committed to doing so even in the face
of the costs of running farmers’ markets.
You can often buy a product we sell in

Food truck business keeps growing in Kalamazoo!

the store directly from the producer at
one of our markets, often at a better
price. But our commitment to creating
access is strong and we recognize that
our retail store is only one slice of the
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Tell Us All About It

Customer Comments, Questions and Suggestions
Comment
I was in the bulk department to
get some syrup when I decided,
“first, let me take a selfie! The
lighting in here is soooo perfect,
like OMG!”

Response
OMG! IKR? PFC is freal the most
crucial spot for selfies, and for syrup.
Hope both turned out great. Totes tag
us puhleez!
— Simon

Comment
You stopped carrying Cindy’s
dressing (spicy mango &
coconut)!

Response
Whoa! You’re right! We love
feedback and we love Cindy’s. It
wasn’t a top seller but we’ll consider
bringing it in again.
— Rosie

Comment
Could we have a gluten-free
sample day?

Response
That is a great idea! Look for more
gluten-free samples in the future!
— Ken

Comment
You need a snowcone or
softserve ice cream machine! I
would love it!!

Response
I would love it too! Maybe someday
we could get one. Yum!

Comment
Three mornings in a row and only
vegan breakfast burritos. Make
more bacon and sausage!

Response
We have a goal to make meat
breakfast burritos every day of the
week, not just weekends. Give us just
a wee bit more time, thanks!
— Deli

Michael Pollan to speak in Kalamazoo
Miller Auditorium at WMU

l

November 6, 2014 • 7:30–9 pm

Stay tuned for a series of events focused on
our food community late October & early November!

PFC & Community Events Calendar
For other events and timely news, visit peoplesfoodco-op.org.

12th Annual SW MI Community Harvest Fest: Sun, Sept 21,
11:30am–5:30pm
PFC Board Meeting: Mon, Oct 6, 7–9pm
Owner Appreciation Days!: Sat, Oct 11–Sun, Oct 19
Bulk Week: Sun, Oct 12–Sat, Oct 18
100-Mile Market Co-optoberfest: Wed, Oct 29, 3–7pm
PFC Board Meeting: Mon, Nov 3, 7–9pm
Michael Pollan @ WMU: Thurs, Nov 6, 7:30–9pm
Thanksgiving: Thurs, Nov 27 (PFC open all day)
PFC Board Meeting: Mon, Dec 1, 7–9pm
Farmers’ Markets:
• Kalamazoo Farmers’ Market (1204 Bank St., Kalamazoo):
Tues and Thurs, 7am–2pm (through Oct) and Sat
7am–2pm (through Nov)
• 100-Mile Market in PFC parking lot (507 Harrison St,
Kalamazoo): Wed, 3–7pm (through Oct)
Volunteer Orientations:
7-8pm, Mon: Oct 20; Nov 17; Dec 15
Owner Orientations:
7:30-8:30pm, Wed: Oct 15, Nov 19; Dec 17
Cooking Classes:
• Cooking on a Budget: Tues, Sept 30, 6:30–8:30pm
• Soups and Stocks: Tues, Oct 14, 6:30–8:30pm
• Kale, Kale, Kale: Tues, Oct 28, 6:30–8:30pm
ERAC/CE Understanding & Analyzing Systemic Racism
Workshops: September 25–27; December 4–6

100

$

ERAC/CE Workshop Stipends
Available to Northside / Eastside residents
Eliminating racism is going to take work. Join in!
More information:
Chris Moore 269.342.5686
		enews@peoplesfoodco-op.org
		 visit the store

